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Limnologen Aktuellt

July

‘GLOBAL ARTIC’ INITIATIVE

Gesa was invited to go to Svalbard together with the
Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences to organize the
start of an initiative called "Global Arctic”. In the
coming years they have planned, along with the
Norwegian Polar Institute, to have a conference/
workshop, bringing researchers, politicians and
society together to tackle environmental fates in the
Arctic from a global perspective

MEETING THE KING

P.R.O.G.N.O.S. PROGRESS

On May 25th, Kristin was invited to the
royal castle in Stockholm to receive an
award from the King Carl XVI Gustaf
50th Anniversary Fund for Science,
Technology and Environment. During
the ceremony she met the king himself.

Don, Goisa, and Ana traveled to Silkeborg, Denmark for the third
Annual meeting of the PROGNOS project that Don is leading.
During the meeting they reviewed the progress from the past year,
and set goals for the next
a n d fi n a l ye a r o f t h e
project. They spent time
working together on the
model simulations of lake
water quality at all project
sites. They also found time
f o r s e ve ra l fi e l d t r i p s
including one to a long
running mesocosm
experiment (pictured right)
that is used as a test site for
water quality simulations.

LAST C-CASCADES MEETING
Marcus Wallin, a postdoc in the KAW
project, sitting at Geosciences
received a Crafoord stipend, meaning
that he got to shake hands with the
king as well. Marcus and his wife were
invited to the Crafoord Prize
Ceremony which Gesa was also
invited to attend. The dinner was
s e r ve d i n t h e G ra n d H o t e l i n
Stockholm, in the presence of the king
and queen and was unique this year in
that it was the first time a fully
vegetarian dinner was served during
such a ceremony.

Marloes and Anna were in Delft in
the Netherlands for the 6th and final
training workshop of the C-Cascades
from the 28th of May to the 1st of
June. The theme of the workshop
was Entrepreneurial Skills and they
were introduced to different career
opportunities, learnt how to develop
entrepreneurial skills, reflect about
their personal skills and capabilities
and develop their communication
skills. On top of this, one afternoon
was spent kayaking in one of all the
dutch canals (pictured right).
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ERKEN NEWS

NEW FACES

Holger, Christer and William
have started the GHG chamber
measuring program along three
transects in Erken. Currently work
is ongoing to optimize the
floating stability of the chambers
to prevent them from flipping
over during windy periods and to
take samples from sediments as
well. In the photo (right) Holger
is constructing a prototype for the
sediment sampling.
The GLEON salt mesocosm
experiment is now up and
running! (Thanks in part to
Wi l l i a m ’s wo r k o n t h e
sensors, photo: top left) The
experiment is part of a global
initiative that investigates the
effect of increasing chloride
concentrations on plankton
community composition.
GLEON is using the SITES
AquaNET infrastructure for
this project, which will also
a l l ow t h e m t o a d d r e s s
salinization effects on
ecosystem metabolism. The
experiment is also being
carried out at 2 other SITES
AquaNET sites (Asa and
Svartberget).
Students from the Erken
summer research school,
which runs June 18th - July
6th, are utilizing the salt
mesocosms to look at
phytoplankton biomass.
Pictured middle left: Ida and
Simone
complete
measurements
on
phytoplankton in the
mesocosms.
Norman Göbeler (pictured
bottom left) from the
University of Oldenburg is
utilizing the set-up for his
Master thesis focusing on
phytoplankton.

R o b y n
Övergaard has
started her
research training
with Kristin and
the KAWater
team. She is a UU
masters student,
originally from
Canada, and will
continue her
master thesis in
the fall, working
on the effects of
different browning
agents
on
Daphnia.

Åsa Horgby is a PhD
student from
Switzerland who
will be working
from the Limno
department for the
month of July. She
is working part of
the C-Cascades
project and her
project is focused
on the spatial and
temporal dynamics
of CO2 in Alpine
headwater streams,
in which she identifies sources and drivers
of stream water CO2 and how climate
change and glacial retreat may impact these
dynamics. She is excited to be in Uppsala
and hopes to lean about low altitude
environments while she’s here.

NEW DN VICE-CHAIR
Fabian has been elected Vice-Chair of the
Doctoral board for Uppsala University
(Doktorandnämden, DN). DN serves as a
collaborative body for the PhD students at
Uppsala University and is charged with
monitoring developments in the PhD
education at all levels, from departments to
ministries and parliament (https://
dn.uppsalastudentkar.se/home). Board
members are elected for one year.
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LAB CORNER

Above: ”in use Feb-Aug 2009”.
Might it be time to throw this
away?

There has been a safety inspection in the lab and although there have been
improvements, there is still lot to do.
Please, remove things from the floor and don’t store big boxes on top of the
cupboards and shelves. Labelling has improved too, but there are still many things in
common areas without labels. The worst spots are the dishwashing room and the
rough lab where there are a plethora of unlabelled carboys and plastic cans of
unknown cleanliness or even worse, containing unknown fluids.
On Monday (20/7) all containers without a name will be emptied and moved to the
garage. In the future, only containers with clearly visible labels will be permitted for
limited time. Unlabelled containers, and containers older than a month will be
emptied and moved to the garage during the monthly molecular lab cleanings (if the
water sample is important, move it to the cold rooms). The labelling of the containers
MUST include the NAME of the owner, DATE and CONTENT of the container.
-20C room:
More blue boxes for the -20 room have arrived and are beside the door. No more
excuses to store things on the floor or in styrofoam boxes. If you have any of those,
please go down and take care of it.

The Limnology department was well represented at
the ASLO summer meeting in Victoria BC. Both past
and present limno’s gave talks, went whale watching,
drank beers, and networked with other Limnologists from around
the globe. This year’s theme of ‘Water Connects’ felt both fitting for
the meeting and for our discipline as a whole. Two of the standout
moments of the meeting were the Plenary speakers Phil Levin and
Jonathan Moore who both touched on the importance of the Pacific
Salmon populations to local and indigenous peoples and how
individual experiences and historical knowledge are pieces of the
larger conservation puzzle. Anastasija, Nuria and Andrea pose
with the two emblems
o f Vi c t o r i a , k i l l e r
whales and gardens.
Other limno attendees
were: Lars, Dolly,
Peter, Marloes,
Matilda, Annika,
Karla, Karolina, Sari,
Cristian, Jeff, Alina,
Anne, Hannes,
Hannah
and
Michaela.

ASLO

what really happened
at ASLO

SciLifeLab has initiated 7 Research Community Programs, initially to be funded
over a 3 year period. https://www.scilifelab.se/news/rcp-announcement-2018
One of these programs (Aquatic Microbiome Research Initiative) will be
coordinated from Uppsala University with Stefan as PI. The consortium behind
this initiative consists of 28 group leaders from all over Sweden with strong
representation from Uppsala/Stockholm/Kalmar. Planned activities include courses, conferences, researcher and
student exchange, data coordination and joint/collaborative research initiatives.
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